Greater Coverage. Greater Expertise.

E&E News is your #1 source to keep you informed on energy and environmental issues through in-depth, nonpartisan, and original journalism to help you anticipate change, influence policy, and make business decisions.

NEVER MISS A BEAT

COMPREHENSIVE REPORTING
Find all the essentials news and insights from one trusted source. Our concise but well-researched stories make it simple to get a complete picture and enable you to anticipate changes for optimal outcomes.

EMAIL PUBLICATIONS & ALERTS
Choose your email preference for news alerts, subscribed publications, and a morning roundup. Quickly get up to speed on the latest congressional actions, regulatory changes, legal proceedings, technical innovations, and business trends.

INFLUENTIAL READERSHIP BASE
Lawmakers, regulators, educators, and business and NGO leaders across the country rely on E&E News to stay informed and ahead of actions from Congress, federal agencies, the courts, and private industries in order to engage with critical stakeholders and lead conversations.

65+ energy and environment reporters
30 original stories published daily
25 years of journalism
95% subscriber retention rate

PUBLICATIONS

E&E DAILY
Published by 7:30 A.M.

TRACKING CONGRESS, LEGISLATION AND POLITICS
Detailed coverage and insight on the energy and environment policy debate.

ENERGY WIRE
Published by 8:30 A.M.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE ENERGY SECTOR
How markets, policy and technology are changing the oil, gas, and electric utility business.

E&E NEWS PM
Published by 4:00 P.M.

LATE BREAKING NEWS
The critical end-of-the-day news from Capitol Hill and around the country.

CLIMATE WIRE
Published by 9:00 A.M.

THE POLICY, SCIENCE AND BUSINESS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
How the threat of a warming world is driving emissions regulations, politics, and adaptation strategies.

GREEN WIRE
Published by 1:00 P.M.

THE LEADER IN ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT NEWS
The one-stop source for the top action in energy environment and natural resources.

E&E NEWS QUALITY JOURNALISM AND PLATFORM FEATURES MAKES THE DIFFERENCE.

SHARE AND GIFT ARTICLES
Generate share links to provide non-subscriber colleagues article previews. Gift anyone up to 5 full articles per month.

INTELLIGENT SEARCH
Search for relevant articles by topics, reporters, and publication dates. Explore publication archives all the way back to 1996 with filter options.

CENTRALIZED DATABASE
Locate primary resource information with the Documents feature to eliminate endless searching through multiple websites. Directly access in-depth information with only a few clicks.